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In this article, the following recent advances in the deep mantle rheology are reviewed. (1) High-precision global gravity data put new constraints on the present deformation of the deep mantle and, in turn, mantle viscosity. (2) Anisotropic structure has been revealed in the mantle transition zone and the lower mantle. (3) Pressure condition of strain-rate controlled deformation experiments has been expanded to 15 25 GPa at 1700 2100 K. New insight into dynamics of the Earth's interior should be brought by interpreting the new geophysical observations with rheological data that will be obtained by the advanced deformation experiments. [26] . Straight lines are its regional variation determined with the crustal model CRUST2.0 at 600-km and 800-km depths [27] . M0144  M0195  MII143  MII080  MII118  MII159  M0307  MII142  MII025   b   M0086   b   Anvil   Material  TF05  TF05  BL130  TFS06  TF06  TF05  TF05  TF05  TF05  TF05  TF06 TEL (mm) A deformation experiment on ringwoodite was conducted in a uniaxial deformation geometry at 20 GPa and 1700 K to a uniaxial strain of 9 at a strain rate of 3×10 -5 s -1 using a D-DIA apparatus [68] . A schematic diagram of a cross section of the cell assembly can be found in the early paper [63] . [30] . A deformation experiment was conducted in a shear deformation geometry at 17.6 GPa and 1800 K to a shear strain g of 0.4 at a strain rate of 3×10 -5 s -1 using a D-DIA apparatus. 
